This paper deals with the preparation and complex characterization of magnetite nanoparticles (MNPs), stabilized with sodium oleate (SO), by the routine methods such as infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), magnetic measurements, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and dynamic light scattering (DLS). The FTIR spectra showed that SO molecules were linked to MNPs through chemical bonding. Magnetic measurements proved that the MNPs are superparamagnetic in nature. Four dierent methods were used to determine the size and size distribution of the MNPs: SEM, DLS, dierential centrifugal sedimentation (DCS) and magnetic measurements. SEM analysis showed a relatively narrow size distribution of roughly spherical MNPs with a mean diameter of 61 nm. DLS analysis conrmed monodispersed MNPs production with hydrodynamic diameter of 75 nm. The size distribution determined by DCS was found to be 69 nm. Finally, the calculated magnetic core diameter obtained from magnetization curve was 10 nm. The obtained results demonstrate that SO coated MNPs full the requirements for a useful drug delivery system.
Introduction
In the past few years, superparamagnetic MNPs characterized by higher magnetization and good biocompatibility have attracted signicant attention as magnetic drug-targeting carriers and for controlled drug release and also for hyperthermia. Surface modied superparamagnetic MNPs, characterized by the absence of magnetism on the removal of the magnetic eld, can be intravenously delivered to the tumour site using an external magnetic eld. However, superparamagnetic MNPs which are not surface modied with a large surface areato-volume ratio tend to agglomerate and form large clusters, with the consequent loss of their superparamagnetic characteristics. An important disadvantage of these magnetic particles for drug delivery systems is that they are rapidly cleared by macrophages or the reticuloendothelial system before they are able to reach the site of the tumour cell.
In this paper we focus mainly on the preparation and full characterization of superparamagnetic MNPs stabilised by SO, with the aim to prepare stable magnetic uid (MF). Further MF modication with specic biocompatible material could oer a high potential for biomedical application. The uctuation is resulting from the Brownian motion that keeps the particles in steady movement. The particle size measurements by DLS were carried out using a Malvern Zetasizer NanoZS. DCS determines particle size by measuring the time required for the colloidal particles to settle in a density gradient in a disc centrifuge.
Experiment
The DC24000 UHR disc centrifuge (CPS Instruments, Inc.) was used to perform sedimentation based size distribution measurements.
In order to verify the superparamagnetic behaviour of MNPs and to monitor colloidal stability of MF, a Quanttum Design MPMS XL5 SQUID magnetometer was exploited.
Results and discussion
The morphology of SO coated magnetic nanoparticles is shown in Fig. 1 . It can be seen that the particles are nearly spherical and their average diameter is about 61 nm.
The FTIR spectra of pure magnetite and SO coated magnetite were recorded between 4000 and 500 cm −1 and showed that SO molecules were linked to MNPs through chemical bonding (data are not shown).
The temperature dependences of magnetization curves (ZFC and FC) were measured at 100 Oe for both samples and a blocking temperature T B was determined according to method described in [1] . were studied through a combination of DLS and AC susceptibility measurements. As presented in Fig. 3 , no sharp change in hydrodynamic diameter as well as in the high frequency susceptibility (Fig. 3) was observed, indicating sample colloidal stability [3] . Considering the meaning of the diameter values, the agreement between the methods is very good and the data demonstrate that SO coated MNPs full the requirements for a useful drug delivery system.
